Synthesis of a rare-earth doped hafnia hydrosol: Towards injectable luminescent nanocolloids.
A major obstacle in the introduction of luminescent nanoparticles (NPs) for medical applications is that quantum dots, the most widely studied luminescent materials, despite being biologically safe after coating with a bioshell, still contain a toxic core mostly consisting of semi-conductor NPs, which are not approved by regulatory agencies. Here we point to a potential solution of this problem by using rare-earth (RE) doped hafnia NPs. Hafnia is approved for medical injections as an effective means for the treatment of radiosensitive and radioresistant tumors and can significantly decrease potential toxicity of RE ions. As a step towards the achievement of this goal we describe the development of a bio-friendly method for the preparation of a stable doped hafnia hydrosol with an isoelectric point (IEP) of 8.2, which shows high fluorescence and biocompatibility in regular coagulant tests and cytotoxic assays.